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Maintained 

 23 February 2011 

52-wk Range: 3.00-10.25p Market Cap (M): £25.5 

Mining12 month target £0.10 EV (M): £22.9 

Inlice Feasibility Study nearing completion 
 Summary 
Stratex is an exploration and development 
company focussed on gold and base metal 
targets in Turkey, Ethiopia and Djibouti. This 
includes a combined total resource of 1.17 M oz 
Au and 3 Moz Ag from their Turkish Projects, 
Altıntepe, Inlice, Öksüt and Karaagac, of which 
Altintepe and Inlice are at scoping and 
feasibility stages respectively. 

 

Key Metrics 
Shares Outstanding (M): 286.8 
Current Price (GBp): 8.88p 
 

Event 
Stratex has announced several interesting news stories in the past few months which 
has prompted us to write an updated note on the Company. As well as expanding 
their field of operations into Ethiopia and Djibouti through joint venture agreements 
and diversifying their product base to include base metals, Stratex is progressing the 
scoping and feasibility studies on the near production assets of Altıntepe and Inlice 
respectively, and busily exploring the potential of the prospective Öksüt deposit. A 
brief summary and comment on each of these events can be found below. 
 
Comment 
We have significantly modified our model of the company. We have included the 
oxide and talus portions of Inlice and upgraded the recovery figure to 85% following 
positive news from Stratex on metallurgical testing. The start date of mining at Inlice 
has been pushed back to Q1 2012 and production at Altıntepe is provisionally 
scheduled for Q1 2013, although the feasibility study on Altıntepe has yet to be 
commissioned.  
 
We have taken a conservative approach when estimating the mineable reserve for 
Inlice and Altintepe by taking 100% of the measured and indicated resource and 50% 
of the inferred resource tonnage then multiplying this by 90% to simulate ore loss 
and dilution. This gives total reserve ounces of 70 koz for Inlice and 338 koz for 
Altintepe. Mining rates used in the model are 460 ktpa and 1.4 Mtpa ore movement 
for Inlice and Altintepe respectively and we have used operating parameters/costs 
from comparable projects such as Minera IRLs operating Corihuarmi mine in Peru as 
a guideline. 
 
We have also added the Öksüt and Karaagac resource into the model but with no 
mining planned. To get an in-situ valuation of the exploration stage resources, we 
have given a ‘fair value’ of 3% of the in-situ resources at current spot gold price as per 
previous calculations. On this basis, Stratex’s 230 koz of attributable gold from Öksüt 
and Karaagac would suggest a value of US$8.99 M or approximately 2p per share. 
We have also incorporated our latest forecast currency and commodity assumptions 
as detailed in our Daily Monitor dated 11 January 2011. 
 
Recommendation 
We retain our Buy recommendation with a new target price of £0.10 which represents 
an 11.2% uplift on the current share price. Upside potential exists within the Öksüt 
deposit which could potentially contain upward of 200 koz with mineralisation 
remaining open, and in the potential of their East African prospects. 

FYE Dec 2009 2010E 2011E 2012E 2013E
Revenue (£M): 0.0 0.0 0.0 8.3 20.9
EBITDA (£M): -0.4 -1.5 -1.2 5.2 14.2
NPAT (inc significant items): -0.3 -1.4 -1.3 3.7 11.4
EPS (GBp): -0.1 -0.5 -0.5 1.3 3.8
Cash Flow/Share (GBp): -0.2 -0.5 -0.4 1.8 4.4
Gold Price (US$/oz): 973.7 1225.2 1464.8 1526.3 1300.0

 

Contact 
Peter Rose 
+44 (0)203 463 5034 
Peter.Rose@fdcap.com 
 
 

Disclaimer 
This is a marketing communication. It has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research
and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research. Non-US research analysts who have prepared this report are not
registered/qualified as research analysts with FINRA, may not be associated persons of the member organisation and may not be subject to NASD/NYSE
restrictions on communications with a subject company, public appearances and trading securities held by a research analyst account.  
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Expansion into Ethiopia 
Stratex started expanding its activities into East Africa in 
September 2009 through a joint venture agreement with Sheba 
Exploration to earn-in to an initial 60% of the Shehagne project 
in northern Ethiopia. Since then, Stratex have acquired several 
other prospective holdings in the area including the Afar project 
in the Afar Depression which straddles the Ethiopia – Djibouti 
border (in Joint Venture with Thani Ashanti), the Tigray project 
in northern Ethiopia (in Joint Venture with Sheba Exploration), 
the AbiAdi project (in Joint Venture with LozBez, also in 
northern Ethiopia) and the 100% owned Gademsa and Berahale 
projects. The total land position for Stratex in East Africa is 
currently 4,798 km², including 3,554 km² over a significant 
number of rift-related epithermal gold targets in the Afar 
region. A map showing the locations of the Stratex’s land 
holdings in East Africa is shown in Exhibit 1. 
 
We believe that the geology of the Afar shows good potential 
for low-sulphidation epithermal gold systems to be discovered, 
with the potential for bulk tonnage, low grade at surface and 
higher grades (oz/t) at depth. Stratex regard the Afar region to 
be analogous to the rifting environment of Nevada, which hosts 
Allied Nevada’s 2.4 MozHycroft Mine and the historic 1.66 Moz  
Sleeper Mine, but there is still a lot of work needed to prove that the Stratex land holding contains an economic resource. 
Exploration work conducted to date includes structural mapping and rock-chip sampling, which has returned positive 
results and indicates a potential for mineralisation. Drilling at the flagship Magenta prospect, within the Afar Project, is 
planned in 2011 and we look forward to seeing the results. The fact that Stratex have managed to sign-up so many JV’s in 
the area indicates the prospectivity of the region and is an endorsement on the talent of Stratex’s management and 
exploration team. 
 
Completion of 2010 drilling programme at Öksüt  
The aim of the 2010 exploration programme at Öksüt was to expand the preliminary resource of 148 koz of oxide gold 
through drilling of the Ortaçam zone and then to investigate the potential of other targets identified within the project 
area. Stratex and Joint Venture partner Centerra completed sixteen diamond drill holes totaling 3,190 m. The best 
intersections include 93.60 m at 5.61 g/t Au, 136.60 m at 0.69 g/t including 68.00 m at 0.58% Cu, and 80.30 m at 2.22 g/t 
Au including 12.00 m at 6.49 g/t Au. The results show potential for a high-grade deposit with a bulk-tonnage, low-grade 
gold envelope, and Stratex have commissioned an independent resource estimation for the project due for release this 
quarter. From the latest drilling results we wouldn’t be surprised with an uplift in the resource of between 30 and 40%, 
equating to a resource of around 200 koz. This would establish the deposit as a definite development target for Stratex. 
Centerra has confirmed further expenditure for 2011 that will take it to the 51% earn-in level. 
 
Progress on the Inlice and Altıntepe Feasibility and Scoping studies 
Inlice has been earmarked as the first deposit within Stratex’s portfolio to be developed and mined, and first gold pour is 
targeted for Q1 2012. Joint Venture partner NTF Insaat Ticaret Limited (“NTF”), are currently funding the feasibility study 
to earn-in to 55% of the project. The feasibility study is progressing well and is due for completion by the end of Q1 2011. 
The study will include preliminary open pit planning, waste storage, plant design and related cost calculations which will 
help to ascertain the true value of the deposit. Although Stratex have successfully converted their Inlice exploration 
licence to an operating licence, mining cannot commence until the EIA is complete and the operating licence is 
converted to a mining permit. We do not expect any major permitting obstacles to arise but this still remains a risk in 
terms of delays to the commencement of mining. The EIA is due for completion in June 2011, at which point the 
permitting process will commence.  
 
The Inlice deposit is relatively small (98 koz); however our model indicates that the deposit will be a cash earner for the 
company, which will then help fund the development of Stratex’s larger development targets such as Altıntepe in 
collaboration with partner NTF. 
 
The Altıntepe scoping study (primarily infill drilling) is also in progress, although at a slower pace. Resource drilling 
conducted during the 2010 field season has been assayed and will be incorporated into a new, internally estimated 

Exhibit 1: Stratex’s current land holdings in East Africa
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resource shortly. Mining at Altıntepe is not due until early 2013 and will be dependent on the outcome of a full feasibility 
study that will only be commissioned following review of the updated resource data.  
 
We consider the involvement of NTF, an earth-moving and construction company in Turkey, to be a great asset to the 
project. NTF bring significant production capability (albeit principally in open-cast coal mining and infrastructure projects) 
to the team and should assist in giving Stratex a running start through the permitting process and when mining starts. 
Exploration companies find it notoriously difficult to make the switch into mining and NTF will help fill this skill gap. NTF 
will also assist in getting relatively low cost capital construction and access to lower cost plant and machinery in Turkey. 
We therefore expect capital and operating expenditures to be optimised compared to other foreign mining companies in 
Turkey. 
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Research Disclosures 
 
Peter Rose 
Peter Rose has 20 years experience in equities as a resources analyst, most recently having spent 11 years with Deutsche Bank in 
Australia. Prior to this he spent three years with Prudential Bache and five years with James Capel. Peter's industry experience 
includes 16 years as a metallurgist, three years with De Beers in South Africa and eight years in the uranium industry, five of 
which were spent at the Ranger Uranium mine. Peter holds a BSc degree in Applied Mineral Science from Leeds University UK 
and a Bachelor of Commerce from the University of South Africa. Peter is also a member of the Institute of Mining & Metallurgy 
and a chartered engineer. 
+44 (0)203 463 5032 
Peter.Rose@foxdavies.com 
 
 
 
 
Investment analyst certification 
 
All research is issued under the regulatory oversight of Fox-Davies Capital Limited. Each Investment Analyst of Fox-Davies 
Capital Limited whose name appears as the Author of this Investment Research hereby certifies that the recommendations and 
opinions expressed in the Investment Research accurately reflect the Investment Analyst’s personal, independent and objective 
views about any and all of the Designated Investments or Relevant Issuers discussed herein that are within such Investment 
Analyst’s coverage universe. 
 
Fox-Davies Capital Limited provides professional independent research services and all Analysts are free to determine which 
assignments they accept, and they are free to decline to publish any research notes if their views change. 
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Research Disclaimers  
 
Research disclosure as of 23 February 2011 
 

Company Name Disclosure
Stratex International (STI) 7 

 
 
Investment Research Disclosure Legend: 
 
1. In the past 12 months, Fox-Davies Capital Limited or its affiliates have had corporate finance mandates or managed or co-

managed a public offering of the Relevant Issuer’s securities or received compensation for Corporate Finance services from 
the Relevant Issuer. 

2. Fox-Davies Capital Limited expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for Corporate Finance services from this 
company in the next six months. 

3. The Investment Analyst or a member of the Investment Analyst’s household has a long position in the shares or derivatives of 
the Relevant Issuer. 

4. The Investment Analyst or a member of the Investment Analyst’s household has a short position in the shares or derivatives 
of the Relevant Issuer. 

5. As of the month end immediately proceeding the date of publication of this report, or the prior month end if publication is 
within 10 days following a month end, Fox-Davies Capital Limited and / or its affiliates beneficially owed 1% or more of any 
class of common equity securities of the Relevant Issuer. 

6. A senior executive or director of Fox-Davies Capital Limited or a member of his or her household is an officer, director or 
advisor, board member of the Relevant Issuer and / or one of his subsidiaries. 

7. Fox-Davies Capital Limited makes a market in the securities of the Relevant Issuer. 
8. Fox-Davies Capital Limited acts as corporate broker for the Relevant Issuer. 
 
The Investment Analyst who is responsible for the preparation of this Investment Research is employed by Fox-Davies Capital 
Limited, a securities broker-dealer.  
 
The Investment Analyst who is responsible for the preparation of this Investment Research has received (or will receive) 
compensation linked to the general profits of Fox-Davies Capital Limited. 
 
Research recommendations 
 
Fox-Davies Capital uses a five-tier recommendation system for stocks under coverage: 
 
Buy  Recommendation implies that expected total return of at least 15% is expected over 12 months between 

current and analysts’ target price. 
Trading Buy  Recommendation implies that the analysts’ expected total return over the short term compared against the 

target price is positive. 
Hold  Recommendation implies that expected total return of between 15% and zero is expected over 12 months 

between current and analysts’ target price. 
Trading Sell  Recommendation implies that the analysts’ expected total return over the short term compared against the 

target price is negative. 
Sell  Recommendation implies that expected total return expected over 12 months between current and analysts’ 

target price is negative. 
 
Fox-Davies Capital Limited (FDC) has been advising and raising funds for the natural resource sector since February 2001. The firm 
specialises in assisting international resource companies gain access to the UK, European and North American capital markets and has a 
substantial background in emerging markets particularly in Africa, Asia, Russia and the CIS, raising over US$250mn in 2007. 
 
FDC enjoys a successful track record in advising and undertaking fundraising transactions for its clients from private equity to IPO and 
secondary offerings and works with over 350 specialised institutional resource and emerging markets funds worldwide. 
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FDC provides professional advice based on effective analysis and research to assist its corporate clients in presenting their proposals to 
the investment community. Our strength lies in the oil & gas and mining sectors where as a company we have advised clients on AIM 
and ASX. 
 
FDC is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA) and is a member firm of the London Stock Exchange (LSE). 
 
 
Fox-Davies Capital Coverage 
 

Fox-Davies corporate client & coverage universe as of 23 February 2011: 
 

Company Ticker Recommendation Date Target Price Last Price 

Mining         

African Barrick Gold ABG LN Equity BUY 17.02.11 £5.88 £5.67 

Angel Mining ANGM LN Equity BUY 03.03.10 £0.16 £0.05 

Antofagasta ANTO LN Equity SELL 03.02.11 £9.88 £13.70 

Atlantic Coal ATC LN Equity HOLD 17.02.11 £0.011 £0.008 

Centamin Egypt CEY LN Equity BUY 02.02.11 £1.73 £1.28 

Copper Development Corporation CDC LN Equity BUY 11.02.11 £0.82 £0.47 

Discovery Metals DME LN Equity BUY 10.11.10 £1.00 £0.84 

EMED Mining EMED LN Equity BUY 11.01.11 £0.50 £0.18 

Exco Resources EXS AU Equity BUY 01.02.11 A$0.88 A$0.58 

Hambledon Mining HMB LN Equity BUY 23.02.11 £0.095 £0.07 

Highland Gold HGM LN Equity BUY 27.01.11 £1.84 £1.88 

Hochschild Mining HOC LN Equity BUY 03.02.11 £6.00 £5.83 

KEFI Minerals KEFI LN Equity Spec. BUY 06.10.09 NA £0.07 

Kryso Resources KYS LN Equity BUY 21.04.10 £0.22 £0.17 

Lydian International LYD CN Equity BUY 05.07.10 C$1.5 C$2.62 

Minera IRL MIRL LN Equity BUY 25.01.11 £1.23 £0.81 

Randgold Resources RRS LN Equity BUY 16.02.11 £60.75 £51.65 

Stratex International STI LN Equity BUY 23.02.11 £0.10 £0.09 
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Disclaimer - Important Information  
 
This document was produced by Fox Davies Capital, a trading name of Fox Davies Capital Limited (“FDC”), 1 Tudor Street, London, EC4Y 
0AH. FDC is authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority (“the FSA”). 
 
This document is not independent and should not be relied on as an impartial or objective assessment of its subject matter. Given the 
foregoing this document is deemed to be a marketing communication and as such has not been prepared in accordance with legal 
requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and FDC is not subject to any prohibition on dealing 
ahead of the dissemination of this document as it would be if it were independent investment research. 
 
The research analyst is primarily responsible for the content of the research document. He/she certifies that all views expressed accords with 
his/her personal views about the issuer or securities covered in the research document. The contents are based upon sources of information 
believed to be reliable but no warranty or representation, expressed or implied, is given as to their accuracy or completeness. Any opinion 
reflects our judgment at the date of publication and neither FDC, nor any of its affiliated or associated companies, nor any of their directors or 
employees accepts any responsibility in respect of the information or recommendations contained herein which, moreover, are subject to 
change without notice. 
 
This is not an offer, nor a solicitation, to buy or sell any investment referred to in this document. The material is general information intended for 
recipients who understand the risks associated with investment. It does not take account of whether an investment, course of action, or 
associated risks are suitable for the recipient. FDC or its affiliated or associated companies and their directors or employees may, as principal or 
as agent, make purchases, sales and offers to purchase or sell in the open market or otherwise and may have positions in or options on any such 
investment(s). FDC may provide services (including corporate finance advice) where the flow of information is restricted by a Chinese Wall. 
Accordingly, information may be available to FDC that is not reflected in this document. 
 
This report has been approved in the UK by FDC solely for the purposes of section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000. In the UK, 
this report is directed at and is for distribution only to persons who (i) fall within Article 19(5) (persons who have professional experience in 
matters relating to investments) or Article 49(2) (a) to (d) (high net worth companies, unincorporated associations, etc) of the Financial Services 
and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotions) Order 2005 (as amended) or (ii) are intermediate customers or market counterparties of FDC (all 
such persons together being referred to as “relevant persons”).  This report must not be acted on or relied up on by persons in the UK who are 
not relevant persons. 
 
FDC Capital Limited may distribute research in reliance on Rule 15a-6(a)(2) of the Securities and Exchange Act 1934 to persons that are major US 
Institutional investors, however, transactions in any securities must be effected through a US registered broker-dealer. Any failure to comply with 
this restriction may constitute a violation of the relevant country’s laws for which FDC does not accept responsibility. By accepting this document 
you agree that you have read the above disclaimer and to be bound by the foregoing limitations / restrictions. 
 
Please note that unless otherwise stated, the share price used in this publication is taken at the close of business for the previous business day. 
 
 


